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INTRODUCTION
When dealing with earthquakes, the need for a tool based on reliable but nevertheless economic
approaches to aid decision-making based on quantitative, real-time seismic risk assessment becomes
primary.
The damages occurring in case of earthquake do not depend exclusively on the earthquakeresistance of buildings and infrastructures. Earthquakes can trigger secondary effects and local
amplification; non-structural damage can cause more casualties and highest economic losses than
structural one; lack of information and coordination can prevent efficient rescue. A broad approach is
needed in order to account for all those elements.
In the case of analytical earthquake impact assessment, models and data are used to provide
estimates of damage to infrastructures and network performance, as well as secondary damage due
to cascading effects, social impacts and uncertainty quantifications.
The three primary components required for analytical impact modelling are: hazard, inventory, and
fragility. Hazard describes the intensity of ground shaking and ground deformation caused by an
earthquake. The inventory is the database of all assets of the region of interest, implemented in an
impact assessment model. Numerous types of infrastructure are included in the inventory, as well as
the population demographics of the region. Fragility relationships describe the likelihood of a certain
structure to reach a certain level of damage, under a range of earthquake magnitudes. In other
words the intensity of ground shaking (hazard), ground deformation is related to the likelihood of
different damage levels inflicted on various types of infrastructures. It gives thus direct information
about the weakness of a certain structure.
The outcome of the analytical model drives all other consequence algorithms such as social impact,
response requirements, cascading effects, and network analysis. Social impact models contribute to
address numbers of displaced individuals and shelter population requirements, as well as their
commodity and medical needs. Response requirements include search and rescue needs for
impacted areas. Network models provide estimates of post-event network performance in terms of
road network congestion and travel time, as well as utility network damage and expected repair
effort.
Uncertainty quantification, undertaken for the first time in large-scale earthquake impact
assessment, focuses on assigning ranges of impact values to infrastructure damage and economic
loss parameters determined during primary modelling. The quantified levels of uncertainty are
important for emergency management so that decisions can be facilitated by estimating the level of
risk associated with assigned response and recovery effort. A combination of all these models
produces a broad range of results, useful in the effort to assist local, state, regional, and national
emergency managers and disaster operations personnel to plan response and recovery issues,
according to the experience matured during major earthquakes. The model outcomes are based on
the most current and scientifically-defensible models and input information.

Figure 1. Primary components required for analytical impact modelling.

Rooted and designed in the complex system of earthquake impact assessments finds place the open
source software EQVIS. It is defined as an analytical impact assessment software package that
estimates impacts to numerous types of infrastructure, comprehending the effects on society and
economy. EQVIS is originally based on MAEviz, developed by the Mid-America Earthquake (MAE)
Centre, an open-source project built upon extensible software which makes use of the Eclipse Rich
Client Platform (MAEviz, 2013).
MAEviz’s merits have been successfully demonstrated by the city of Memphis, Tennessee, which
used it to simulate and plan for a major seismic event on the New Madrid fault line. MAEviz features
have been extended and further applied to European conditions by Vienna Consulting Engineers
(VCE): the result is EQvis, the European Natural Hazard Visualisation and Management Platform.
EQvis has successfully been used as management platform in a real-time simulation performed in
2011 under realistic conditions in the region of Tolna County (Hungary). The simulation aimed at
demonstrating how the effectiveness of rescue workers can be improved with the help of an
appropriate disaster-simulation-program.
A seismic event was simulated in the region of Tolna. The earthquake real-time simulations admit the
quick generation of an overview with the detail of the estimated damages to structures or buildings.
With this data, a simulation was run and results obtained within some minutes. Inspection teams
were sent out to the most damaged structures (indicated by EQvis) in order to confirm or controvert
the results of the simulation, by reporting their observations. Damage also to the structural network
was simulated and taken into account for the organization of the rescue teams.

SUMMARY OF THE SOFTWARE
EQvis has an open-source framework which employs the advanced workflow tools to provide a
flexible and modular path. It can run over 50 analyses ranging from direct seismic impact assessment
to the modelling of socioeconomic implications. It provides 2D and 3D mapped visualizations of
source and result data and it provides tables, charts, graphs and printable reports for result data. It is
designed to be quickly and easily extensible. When new science, source data or methodologies are
discovered, these can be added to the system by developers or end users via a plug-in system.
Furthermore, the extensibility allows EQvis to be used for other future scenarios, such as other
hazardous events like hurricanes, fires, landslides, etc.
Input files have to be provided in the form of *.csv tables or *.shp files that allow visualizing directly
the results on maps.
The software provides output files stored in tables, charts, report and maps. Moreover, the user can
calculate statistics with the results using special tools provided by the program.

IT DETAILS
EQvis is an open source software. It is written in Java Language and using Eclipse RCP. Eclipse RCP is a
platform for building and deploying rich client applications. It includes Equinox, a component
framework based on the OSGi standard, the ability to deploy native GUI applications to a variety of
desktop operating systems, such as Windows, Linux and Mac OSX and an integrated update
mechanism for deploying desktop applications from a central server. RCP made it possible to make
EQvis modular and extensible. In fact, EQvis provides a framework to add new data and algorithms or
update existing ones.
It also uses NCSA GIS Baseline that is a rich client application. This latter is composed by three main
functions: data management (typing, ingestion, access, provenance tracking), visualization (support
for 2D and 3D views, zoom, selection, highlighting), analysis execution (support for local
multithreaded execution, visual dataflow system in development).
EQvis can easily integrate spatial information, data and visual information to perform seismic risk and
analysis. It supports *.shp file that is really useful to visualize immediately input and output data. For
what concerns output data it provides different formats of results such as *.dbf table, .shp file and
*pdf file. The level of resolution depends on the size of the geounit that can be defined by the user.
The geographical unit could be a regional unit, a provincial unit, a local unit and it could be an
arbitrary polygon (regular or irregular).
Finally, EQvis has a user-friendly GUI that guides the user through the analyses. In the catalog box, in
the lower left corner, the databases are stored and the user can utilize this box to select default data
or their own data that are saved herein. In the scenario box, in the upper left corner, the analyses
that have been run can be selected and can be visualized on the right box of the GUI.

DESCRIPTION OF EQVIS MODELLING
EQVIS is an advanced seismic loss assessment, and risk management software which stands on the
Consequence-based Risk Management (CRM) methodology. CRM provides the philosophical and
practical bond between the cause and effect of the disastrous event and mitigation options. EQVIS
follows the CRM methodology using a visually-based, menu-driven system to generate damage
estimates from scientific and engineering principles and data, test multiple mitigation strategies, and
support modelling efforts to estimate higher level impacts of earthquake hazards, such as impacts on
transportation networks, social, or economic systems.
The software allows deterministic analysis; probabilistic one is under development.
The following as inputs are required: hazard, inventory and fragility models. This information is useful
to estimate the damage and the losses. It can consider different types of assets such as buildings,
bridges and lifeline (gas, water, electric facilities, etc.).
With regards to buildings, it estimates structural and non-structural damage, economic losses and
liquefaction damage. With regards to bridges, it computes damage, loss of functionality and repair
cost analysis. For what concerns lifelines it calculates the network damage and the repair rate
analysis. Finally, it computes socio-economic losses such as shelter needs, fiscal and business
interruption. The presence of a toxic cloud can also be simulated so to direct the rescue teams in safe
zones.
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Figure 2. EQvis window.

HAZARD
Hazard is defined as any physical phenomenon associated with an earthquake that affects normal
activities. Earthquake hazard defines ground shaking and ground deformation, and also includes
ground failure, surface faulting, landslides, etc. .
There are several ways to define an earthquake hazard. The minimum requirements to define a
hazard involve quantifying the level of shaking through peak ground motion parameters or peak
spectral values.
For the computation of ground shaking demand, the following inputs are required:
 Scenario - For a deterministic calculation of ground shaking, the user specifies a scenario
earthquake magnitude and location. In some cases, the user may also need to specify certain
source attributes required by the attenuation relationships supplied with the methodology.
 Attenuation Relationship - For a deterministic calculation of ground shaking, the user selects an
appropriate attenuation relationship (or suite of relationships) from those supplied with the
program. Attenuation relationships are applicable to various geographic areas as well as various
fault types.
 Soil Map - The user may supply a detailed soil map to account for local site conditions. This map
must identify soil types using a scheme based on the site class definitions specified in the 1997
NEHRP Provisions. In the absence of a soil map, EQVIS will amplify the ground motion demand
assuming Site Class D throughout the region of interest. The user can also modify the assumed
Site Class type for all sites by modifying the analysis parameters in EQVIS (i.e. change the Site
Class from D to A, B, C, or E).
For a deterministic scenario event, the user specifies the location (e.g., epicentre), magnitude of the
scenario earthquake and Ground Motion Prediction Equation. There are three options available
within the program to define the earthquake source: (1) specify an event from a database (2) choose
an historical earthquake event, or (3) use an arbitrary epicentre location.
Ground Motion Prediction Equations (GMPEs), or “attenuation” relationships, provide a means of
predicting the level of ground shaking and its associated uncertainty at any given site or location. The
attenuation equations proposed within the FP7 SHARE project are currently implemented in EQvis
(SHARE Deliverable D4.2 , 2010). The user can select the GMPE considered more adequate. A further
implementation (still under development) will be the possibility to combine ground motion
parameters according to the logic tree schema proposed again within FP7 SHARE project (SHARE
Deliverable D3.6, 2010).
In the case of the user-specified hazard, the user must supply peak ground acceleration (PGA), peak
ground velocity (PGV), and spectral acceleration contour maps at 0.3 and 1.0 seconds.
As stated, hazard definition consists of ground motion and ground deformation. Ground motion
definition was previously discussed, while ground deformation constitutes three types of ground
failure: liquefaction, landslides, and surface fault rupture. Each of these types of ground failure is
quantified by permanent ground deformation (PGD). Liquefaction is a phenomenon that causes soils
to lose their bearing capacity, or ability to carry load. During sustained ground shaking pore water

pressure builds between soil-particles effectively changing solid soil into a liquid with soil particle
suspended in the liquid. This process commonly occurs in soft, loose soils such as sand. Liquefaction
causes permanent ground deformations such as lateral spreading and vertical settlement, both of
which increase the likelihood of damage to infrastructure located on these vulnerable soils.
The development of a liquefaction susceptibility map first requires the evaluation of soil/geologic
conditions throughout the region of interest. Youd and Perkins (1978) addressed the susceptibility of
various types of soil deposits by assigning a qualitative susceptibility rating based upon the general
depositional environment and geologic age of deposits. Based on the age, depositional environment,
and possibly the material characteristics of each location a liquefaction susceptibility map is
constructed with susceptibility levels ranging from ‘None’ to ‘Very High’. These susceptibility levels
are utilized in the program to determine permanent ground deformation resulting from both
spreading and settlement.

Figure 3. Hazard: Earthquake scenario.

Figure 4. Hazard: earthquake parameters input.

INVENTORY
Inventory, or assets, consists of two major groups: population and infrastructure.
 Population includes demographic data, specifically classifications regarding age, income, gender,
etc.
 Infrastructure is subdivided into buildings, transportation, utilities, and other critical
infrastructure, referred to as high potential-loss facilities, primarily. The main inventory
categories are classified into general buildings, essential facilities, high potential-loss facilities,
transportation lifelines, and utility lifelines. The general building stock includes residential,
commercial, industrial, agricultural, religious, government, and educational buildings, while the
systematic inventory classification utilized by HAZUS for the remainder of infrastructure
inventory is shown below ( Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2003):
Essential Facilities
medical Care Centres
Schools
Emergency Operation Centres (EOCs)

Police Stations
Fire Stations

High Potential-Loss Facilities
Nuclear Power Facilities
Hazardous Materials Facilities

Dams
Levees

Transportation Lifelines
Airport Facilities
Bus Facilities
Ferry Facilities

Highway Bridges
Railway Bridges
Port Facilities

Utility Lifelines
Communication Facilities
Electric Power Facilities
Natural Gas Facilities
Natural Gas Major Transmission Pipelines

Oil Facilities
Potable Water Facilities
Waste Water Facilities
Oil Major Transmission Pipelines

A comprehensive inventory, both in terms of accuracy and detail, significantly increases the reliability
of an impact assessment. Information like building type, construction materials, and age are
extremely important when assessing the level of damage resulting from an earthquake event. Also,
additional factors such as replacement values are necessary to predict economic losses. Unique or
irregular infrastructure must also be considered during the loss assessment.

FRAGILITY FUNCTIONS
Structural fragility, or vulnerability, functions relate the severity of shaking to the probability of
reaching or exceeding pre-determined damage limit states. The shaking intensity is defined by peak
ground parameters or spectral values of acceleration, velocity, or displacement. The maximum
structural performance is estimated through capacity curves, specific to building or other
infrastructure types. Furthermore, the intensity measure selected in fragility derivations is
dependent upon the type of structure that the fragility relationships are developed for. It is generally
recognized that structures with long natural periods, such as long span bridges or pipelines, are more
sensitive to displacement; thus, peak ground displacement is a suitable choice as an intensity
measure for the derivation of fragility relationships. Conversely, structures with short periods of
vibration such as low rise masonry buildings are more sensitive to acceleration; hence peak ground
acceleration is a better choice as an intensity measure in this case. Limit states are essential in
fragility curve derivation. HAZUS limit states include slight, moderate, extensive, and complete
damage ( Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2003). Other limit states might be used: see for
more details (SYNER-G Fragility Functions Manager), (SYNER-G Deliverable D3.1, 2011).
Different methods can be used to estimate a fragility function. It is possible to classify them into four
generic groups:
 Empirical fragility curves are constructed based on statistics of observed damage from past
earthquakes, such as from data collected by post-earthquake surveys.
 Expert opinion-based fragility curves depend on judgment and information of experts. These
experts are asked to provide an estimate of the mean loss or probability of damage for different
types of structures and several levels of ground shaking.
 Analytical fragility curves are constructed starting from the statistical elaboration of damage
distributions that are simulated from analyses of structural models under increasing earthquake
intensity. It is worth noting that the application of the analytical methods might be limited by the
computational effort of the analyses.
 Hybrid fragility curves are based on the combination of different methods for damage prediction.
Often, the aim is to compensate for the lack of observational data, the deficiencies of the
structural models and the subjectivity in expert opinion data (Development of seismic
vulnerability assessment methodologies over the past 30 years, 2006), (SYNER-G Deliverable
D3.1, 2011).
Referring to the definitions of the fragility functions (in particular in the case of analytically
determined fragility functions) as the probability of the occurrence or exceedance of a specific
damage state by the structure under a certain level of ground motion, equation (1) will yield the
values hereafter referred to as the fragility of the building.
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In the equation above, refers to the probability function,
is the structural response,
the
defined damage state limit corresponding to the type of the structural response evaluated and
is the ground motion hazard level. Based on the theory of statistics the notation used in the above
equation represents a conditional probability.

In addition, the discrete fragility values are turned into a continuous function for each damage state,
using a normal distribution density function for the obtained structural responses at each hazard
level with the specific calculated mean and standard deviation. The following expressions formulate
the statistical description mathematically.
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In the equations above
and
denote the probability density and the cumulative probability
distributions, respectively. Moreover, and represent the mean and the standard deviations of the
obtained structural responses in each defined hazard levels and the terms and
refer to the
cumulative distribution probability and error functions, in the order of appearance, with and as
the dummy variables to define the error function (Risk Based System Identification and Seismic
Capacity Rating of Masonry Buildings in the Vienna Basin, 2014).
For evaluating equations (2) to (5), reference numerical values are required (for example inter story
drift ratios at certain limit state
). Values taken from the HAZUS methodology by FEMA ( Federal
Emergency Management Agency, 2003) are usually considered.
Ad hoc fragility functions can then be created for every structure once the main structural
characteristics are known. Different approaches can be used as explained in a detail in (Development
of seismic vulnerability assessment methodologies over the past 30 years, 2006). The final results is a
collection of curves that describe the probability of exceeding different damage states given a level
of ground shaking as represented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Examples of fragility functions for building used in EQvis

Likewise, fragility functions for bridges or any other element of the infrastructural network are
available. For a review of available fragility functions, see (SYNER-G Deliverable D7.1, 2011)

OUTPUT
The results of any type of computation are directly displayed on the map.
Concerning the damage assessment, four damage states are considered: insignificant, moderate,
heavy and complete damage. The user can visualize immediately on the browser the structural or
non-structural damage for these damage states. He/she can choose to visualize the insignificant, the
moderate, the heavy, the complete state or the mean damage state. Mean damage state is obtained
as a combination of the insignificant, moderate, heavy and complete damage according to eq. (6).
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Figure 6. Mean damage plot on the road network (yellow is for lower damage lever, dark orange for higher one).

Moreover the user can choose, for each analysis, to display the attributes tables. The output tables
can be exported in excel tables or *.dbf tables.

Figure 7. Output table.

CONCLUSION
A powerful software tool consisting of an open source management platform is available.
Nevertheless through the complexity of the subject and its features it still needs engineering
knowledge for proper application.
Further development is directed into risk analysis and the computation of scenarios with resilience
background. It shall be considered that the data necessary to run major models are of large volume
and might require high computation power.
The platform satisfies current demand on disaster management but offers considerable
opportunities for further research and development.
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